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1. Introduction. Let {X(t); t^O] be the symmetric stable process in Rs

of index a with 0 <a £ 2 ; that is, a process with stationary independent incre-

ments, whose continuous transition density, f(t, x—y), relative to Lebesgue

measure in RN is uniquely determined by its Fourier transform

(1.1) «-»'«"«J ««»•«/(/, x)ix.

Here £ and x are points in RN, dx is A-dimensional Lebesgue measure, (x, £)

is the usual inner product in RN, and |a:|2 = (*, x). Throughout this paper

integrals will be over all of RN unless explicitly indicated otherwise. If f>0

define TYr) = inf {í : \X(t)\ >r). Thus T(r) is the first passage time of the

process X(t) to exterior of the ball {x: \x\ <r). The main purpose of this

paper is to prove the following formulas:

(A) Ex{T(r)\ =K(a,N)(r2- \x\2)*'2,

(B) E,{ T(r)2} = ar°K(a, N)2 |     (t - \ x \2)"'2^F [-~,~\-— ; tr* )dt

where

(,.2) *<„,*, _r(^[^1+|)r(^)T\

These formulas hold provided |:c| £r. In (A) and (B) above Ex{ •} denotes

the expectation under the condition X(0)=x and 7" is the hypergeometric

function. Note that

N    N + a \
— ;«-)

2

■- I   «"""»(I - u)"i2-l(l - utr-iyi2du.
a\ Jo■(D'(t)
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If a = 2 these results reduce easily to standard facts in the theory of

Brownian motion (note that if a = 2 then X(t/2) is the usual Brownian mo-

tion). If N= 1 and a= 1 formula (A) was obtained by Kac and Pollard [lO].
More recently J. Elliot [4] has obtained (A) in the case N=l and 0<ot<l.

We will prove these formulas when 0<a<2, the case a = 2 being well known

and much simpler. Finally let us mention that formula (A) answers a conjec-

ture of Kac [9] in the affirmative.

Formally it is easy to see that the functions g(x)=Ex{ T(r)} and h(x)

= EX{ T(r)2} satisfy the equations

where A is the (infinitesimal) generator in an appropriate function space of

the "absorbing barrier" process on {*: \x\ ^r}. Our method consists in giving

a precise meaning to (1.3) and then solving the resulting equations. In carry-

ing out this procedure we obtain some results about the stable processes of

interest in their own right. §§2, 3, and 4 contain the necessary preliminaries.

Formula (A) is proved in §5 and formula (B) in §6. However, theratherlengthy

computations involved in the proof of (B) are given in the appendix.

2. Preliminaries. Let {X(t) ; t ̂ 0} be the symmetric stable process in Rw;

that is, a process with stationary independent increments whose continuous

transition density is given by (1.1). Of course, in order to specify X(t) we

must also give its initial distribution p. We always assume p assigns mass one

to some point x in R* and write Px for the corresponding probability measure.

It will be convenient to take as our basic probability space, W, all right

continuous functions, w, from 0 ^ t < 00 to RN which have left-hand limits

everywhere and are bounded on bounded ¿-intervals. Our basic o--algebra, (B,

is the usual ff-algebra generated by cylinder sets. Thus we have a collection

of probability spaces(IF,(B, Px), onefor each x'm RN, such that Px{X(0,w) =x)

= 1. Here we have used the notation X(t, w) =w(t).

Let G be a bounded open subset of RN whose boundary has zero (N-

dimensional Lebesgue) measure. Let G be the closure of G and define

(2.1) G(t) = {w: X(t, w) E 5 for all r with 0 ^ r ^ t}.

It was shown in [7] that G(<)£G$. Note that we are using a slightly different

notation from that of [7]. As in [7] we define

(2.2) K0(t, x, A) = K(t, x, A) = Px[{X(t) £ A) H G(t)].

Here A is a Borel subset of RN. Thus K(t, x, A) is the probability of being in

the set A at time t without ever having left S starting from x. It is clear that

for each (t, x) the measure K(t, x, •) is absolutely continuous with respect to

Lebesgue measure and we denote the corresponding density by k(t, x, y). Of
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course, k(t, x, •) is only determined almost everywhere. It was shown in

[7] that fe could be chosen to be jointly measurable in its three variables.

Let r=inf \t: \X(t)\ EG\. The right continuity of the paths implies that
T is a random variable. The fact that the process under consideration has the

extended Markov property implies at once that the following first passage

relation holds (this is often called the Désiré-André equation; see [12])

(2.3)     /(/, x-y)= k(t, x, y) + f     f    P,[TE dr, X(T) E dz]f(t -r,z-y)

for fixed t > 0, x in G for almost all y in G. We assume from now on that fe is

chosen to satisfy (2.3) for all i>0 and x, y in G. Using the properties of Px

given in [7] it is easy to see that fe is jointly measurable in its variables. Also

it is clear from (2.3) that k(l, x, y) is continuous in y for fixed t, x. The follow-

ing theorem is the basic result of this section.

Theorem 2.1. 7/ r>0 is fixed, then k(t, x, y) = k(t, y, x) for all x, y in G.

Proof. We remark that it follows from the general results of [7] that

k(t, x, y)=k(t, y, x) almost everywhere on GXG. However in the present

paper we need this symmetry for all x, y in order to establish the continuity

of fe in its second variable.

Let It be the characteristic function of the half open interval 0£t</. In

the remainder of this proof t>0, x, y in G are fixed. If H(x, y) denotes the

second term on the right of (2.3) we have (we write f(t, x, y) for f(t, x—y))

H(x, y) = Ex\f(t - T, X(T), y)h(T)},

and clearly it is enough to show that H(x, y) =77(y, x). Consider the points
mt2~n for m = 0, 1, • • ■   and n—1, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Define

Tn =

0 if X(0) G G,

m/2-"      if X(jl2~n) EG for / <m and X(mt2~n) G 5,

oo if X(0) E G and there is no such m.

Using the right continuity of the paths it is easy to see that Tn decreases to

7" and hence X^J—^X^) as w—>«j. Since/(t, z, y) is a bounded continuous

function of t and z for 0£r£i and zEG if y is fixed in G, it follows that

Hn(x, y) = Ex{f(t - Tn, X(Tn), y)h(Tn)) ^ 77(*, y)

as «—»oc. Thus it is sufficient to show that H„(x, y) =Hn(y, x).

Let Wo be the subset of IF satisfying X(0) —x and X(t) =y, i.e., the space

of "tied paths." On the cylinder sets of Wo of the form

U = {w: w(t,) G Ah 0 £ h < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tp £ t\

we define the finitely additive measure XPV as follows:
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xPy(U) = /(/, x - y)-1 f   •    •   f /(/i, x - z,)/(/2 - /,, z2 - Sl)

- • -f(t - tp,y - zP)dz„ • • • dzi,

where/(0, x—y) = ô(x—y). Il we write out Hn(x, y) we see at once that

Hn(x,y) =f(t,x-y)xPv{Tn£t).

Note that xPy{Tn — t}=0 since y is in G. Finally if we introduce

5« = max{/<2-":já2B, X(jt2~n)EG\ or Sn = l+l if there are no such/ and

note that as subsets of IF0 we have

2"-l 2"-l

{ Tn Ú t\ =   U     U   {7„ = mt2-»; Sn = jt2—} ■
m—1    y»»m

it is not difficult to see that XPV { 7„ á ¿} = yPx { T„ ̂  í}. This completes the proof

of Theorem 2.1.
Finally the continuity of k(t, x, y) in y and Theorem 2.1 imply that

k(tj xi y) is continuous in x on G for fixed i>0 and y in G.

3. The generator. It is well known [7; 8] that the transformations

(St<t>)(x) = f f(t, x - y)<f>(y)dy
(3.1)

= Ex{<b[X(t)]\

form a semi-group of self-adjoint contraction operators on L^R1*) =L2 which

is strongly continuous for ¿2:0. Of course, we define So = 7. If t¡> is in L2 let

$ = Ftt>be its 72 Fourier transform, that is,

(3.2)

¿(Í) = (£*)(£) = fe^^(x)dx,

4>(x) = (2ir)-" f ¿(^e-^'fdf.

The integrals in (3.2) must, in general, be interpreted as L2 integrals. Clearly

(3.3) (75^(0 - e-'lf<m

If ß is the (infinitesimal) generator of the semi-group {St; t^O}, then, as is

easy to see [8, Theorem 21.4.2] we can characterize ß as follows (of course

ä)(ß)£L2):

¡D(ß)={*: |€|"*(Ö€£i},

ß* = M- I ? H(Ö]       if * € 3>(ß).

It was shown in [7] that the transformations
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,    _,        (7»(*) = f k(t, x, y)<p(y)dy
(3.5) Jo

= Ex{<p[X(t)]; X(t) E G for all t with 0 £ r £ /}

form a strongly continuous semi-group of self-adjoint contraction operators

on L2(G). Note that L2(G) = L2(G) since the boundary of G is a null set. Let

A be the generator of { Tt; t è 0} ; then A is an unbounded self-ad joint operator

in L2(G).

It will be convenient to introduce certain approximating semi-groups as

in [7]. Let V„(x) =0 for x in G and V„(x) = « if x not in 5. Define

*<•>(/, x, 4) = ExLxp(- j Vn[X(r)]dr\ X(t) E a\

for i>0, x in RN, and .4 a Borel subset of 2?y. It was shown in [7] that

Kw(t, x, •) has a density kw(t, x, y) with respect to Lebesgue measure that

is jointly measurable in its variables. In addition it was shown that the

operators

(ri"V)(*) =fkM(t,x,y)4>(y)dy
(3.6)

= ^[*(0]exp(-^VB(X(T))¿r)j

form a strongly continuous semi-group of self-adjoint contraction operators

on L^R"). Also k™(t, x, y) £/(/, x-y) for almost all y for fixed (t, x).ln the

notation of [7] we have St= 7\[0, R«]; T¡n) = Tt[Vn, R"], and Tt = Tt[0, G].

It will be necessary to consider these operators on L\ as well as on L2.

It is immediate that {St; t^0\ and { T¡n); t^O) are semi-groups of contrac-

tion operators on L^R^), while { 7\; /^0} is a semi-group of contraction

operators on Li(G). We use the same letter to denote the integral operator

acting either on L2 or L\. It is well known [8, Theorem 23.13.1] that {S^/^OJ

is strongly continuous for i^O on Li(R"). Also it is easy to see that { TÎB);/èO}

and { Tt; t^O} are strongly continuous for i^O on Li(RN) and T,i(G) respec-

tively. Thus the generators of these semi-groups exist as densely defined

closed operators in the appropriate spaces. Since domains are important in

discussing these generators we will use a superscript "1" to denote the gener-

ator of a semi-group acting in an 7,i space. Thus ß is the generator of

{St; ¿jäO} acting on L2(RN) and fi1 is the generator of {St; i^O} acting on

Li(RN). Similarly A and A1 are the generators of { Tt', i^O} acting on L2(G)

and L\(G) respectively.

In the sequel it will be convenient to regard L2(G) as a closed subspace

of L2(RN) by setting <j>(x) =0 for x not in G if <b is in L2(G). Note that multi-

plication by la, the characterististic function of G, is the orthogonal projec-
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tion from L2(RN) onto L2(G). Similarly we will regard L\(G) as a closed sub-

space of L\(RN). The following approximation lemma is now easily proved;

for example, by methods analogous to those used in the proof of Theorem 4.1

of [7].

Lemma 3.1. (i) If tp is in L2(RN) then T^tb-^TJotp weakly as n-*<*>.

(ii) If tp is in L\(RN) and yp is a bounded measurable function with compact

support, then

I J-((BV(x)ip(x)dx -* I  Ttl0<i>-(x)i(x)dx as n -» ».

In [6, Theorem 5.l] it was shown that the generator of {TJ^; t èïOJon

L2(RN) is ß— F„ using only Banach space methods. Thus with only trivial

modifications of the argument given there we find that the generator of

{T¡n); f£0} on 7i(£") is ß'-F«. We now state the main theorem of this

section.

Theorem 3.1. (i) If tp is in D(ß) and Ia4>-tb, then tp is in £>(A) and
Atb = I0Qtb.

(ii) If this in ©(ß1) and Iatb=tb then tp is in ©(A1) and A1# = 7oß1#.

Proof. Since the proofs of these two statements are similar, we will con-

fine our attention to (ii). Let 7x, J\ , and 7x be the resolvents of the semi-

groups {St; fàO}, {7,(B); i^oj, and {Tt; f£0} respectively. Let X>0 be
fixed throughout this proof. Now if tp is in ©(ß1) then <p is in ©(ß1— F„) and

hence <f> = 7xMty» for some \pn in Li(RN). But Vnq> = 0 since <j> is in 7i(G). There-

fore

4>n = [X - (Ü1 - Vn)]<b = (X - ß1)*.

Defining \p — (X — ß1)^ we see that 7x"Vn = 7xBty'. If b is a bounded measurable

function with compact support, then using Lemma 3.1 (ii) it follows readily

that (b, tb) = (b, 7xBtyn> = (&, ./xBty>-*(ô, 7x7<^). Here (b, h)-Jb(x)h(x)dx for

any b in Lx and h in Li. Thus (b, t¡>) = (b, J\Ia^) for all bounded measurable

functions b with compact support, and therefore tb = J\I&p. But this implies

that tf> is in ©(A1) and (X—A1)^ = 7G^ = 7(?(X —ß1)«/», or equivalently, Aty

= 7oß1<p since 7g0=<tí. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

4. The inverse of the generator. Throughout this section, as in the previ-

ous sections, G denotes a bounded open subset of RN whose boundary has zero

measure. In §2 we showed that k(t, x, y) is a continuous function of x for

fixed t and y. Also we have the following estimate

(4.1) k(l,x,y) g f(l,x- y) g cT»'«

where c is a positive constant independent of x and y. In this section we prove

only what will be needed in §5. The results that we obtain certainly are not

the most general possible along these lines.
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Theorem 4.1. If <b is a bounded measurable function on G, then

/0°°dtjok(t, x, y)4>iy)dy exists for all x in G and defines a bounded continuous

function on G.

Proof. Since <f> is bounded it is obvious that f&tfaHt, x, y)<f>(y)dy exists

for all x in G, and if a < N then (4.1) implies the existence of the integral over

(1, s°). Moreover each of these estimates is uniform in x. Since

Jak(t, x, y)<p(y)dy is clearly a continuous function on G for each fixed <>0,

Theorem 4.1 follows in the case a<N.

To treat the case AT=l£a<2 we use the following argument. In §6 of

[7] it was shown that

00

(4.2) fe«, x, y) = £ e-^fa(x)fa(y)
y-i

where { —Xy} is the discrete spectrum of A, the generator of { Tt; t è 0} acting

on L2(G), and {fa} the corresponding complete orthonormal system in L2(G).

Also 0£Xi£X2£ • • • , and each Xy is repeated according to its finite multi-

plicity. It was shown in [7] that eigenfunctions fa may be chosen to satisfy

(4.3) e-^fa(x) = I k(t, x, y)fa(y)dy
J G

for all x in G and t>0. Since k(t, x, y) is continuous in x for fixed t, y, it follows

that each fa is continuous on G. Moreover Xi>0, since if <j> were an eigenfunc-

tion corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 we would have, letting \p= \<p\,

t¡,(x) £  f f(t, x - y)t(y)dy £ K   f e-'W%(Ç)dÇ -> 0        as t -> oo.

Thus X = 0 is not an eigenvalue. Finally the sum in (4.2) converges absolutely

for i>0, x, y in G. The above remarks hold for all values of N and a.

Returning to the case A=l£a<2it follows from the results of [2, Equa-

tion (3.6) ] that Xy~M/a as j—> oo where M is a constant independent of j.

Straightforward estimates yield

I dx I    tdt i k(t, x,y) | <6(y) | zjy £ K ¿ X~/ < »,
J a    J i        J a y_i

and therefore using the Fubini theorem the integral in Theorem 4.1 exists

for almost all x in G.
Since G is bounded it is contained in some ball (interval since N=l)

{x: | x\ <Ro\ ■ Choose R>3Ro and let kK(t, x, y) be the transition density for

the absorbing barrier process on5={x:|x|<2?}. Applying what has just

been proved to B there exists an x0 in G such that J*dtjBkR(t, x0, y)dy< oo.

Since X(t) has independent increments it is not difficult to see that for each
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fixed * in G we have k(t, x, y)^kB(t, Xo, y+xo—x) for almost all y in G.

Thus for each fixed x in G

f it f k(t,x,y)iy£  f it (k(t,xo,y)dy
Jq J 0 J 0 J B

<   «,

and since this estimate is uniform in x, Theorem 4.1 follows in the case

N=lútx<2.
Recalling that A1 is the generator of { Tt; teu} acting on 7a(G), we state

the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose yp is in SD(AX) ani lettfr=A.hp. Iftpis bounded on G,
then

f it fk(t, x, y)<b(y)iy - - t(x)
Jo      Jo

almost everywhere on G.

Proof. Using (4.1) and the fact that each Tt is a contraction on Za(G) it

is not difficult to see that Ttg—»0 in 7i(G) as /—>oo for all g in Z-i(G). Thus

í"° /•«• /••• d
I    Tt<pit =   j    TtKhffit=   I     — (T/¡i)it = Td

Jo Jo J o    it
--#,

where we have used the strong continuity of { 7t ; / è 0} and the above remark.

The above integrals are 7i(G) Bochner (actually Riemann) integrals. Theo-

rem 4.2 is now immediate since the 7i(G) integral must agree almost every-

where with the pointwise integral whose existence was established in Theo-

rem 4.1.

5. Proof of formula (A). In this section we assume that G={x: \x\ <l}.

As in the introduction we define T=T(l)=ini[t:\X(t)\>l}. It follows

easily from our definitions that

(5.1) P,[T> t] =   fk(t,x,y)iy.
Ja

Theorem 5.1. If \x\ <1, then

EX(T) =   f it f     k(t, x, y)iy.
Jo       *M?y|<i

Proof. Let Fx(t)=Px[T>t], then

EX(T) = -  f tiFx(t) = - lim tFx(t) +  f Fx(t)it.
Jo t->» Jo

Using (5.1) and Theorem 4.1 this last integral exists for all x with |*| <1.

On the other hand
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Fx(t) = ¿ e-*>'fa(x)(í, fa)
y-i

where the sum converges absolutely for fixed t and x. If <o>Xrx, then te-x'*

£/o«"x'" for all j and i>/0. Thus by the bounded convergence theorem

tFx(t)-*Q as i->oo. This establishes Theorem 5.1.

Corollary 5.1. Suppose g is in ©(A1) and g is continuous on {x: \x\ < 1}.

7/A1g= -1, then Ex(T)=g(x) provided \x\ <1.

Proof. Combining Theorem 4.2 and 5.1 we see that Ex(T)=g(x) almost

everywhere on G. But Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 imply that EX(T) is a continuous

function of x on G and since g is continuous by hypothesis, we obtain the de-

sired equality for all x in G.

It is known (Theorem 21.4.2 of [8]; see also page 658 of [8]) that the
generator ß1 of {St; ieO} on Li(RN) may be described as follows:

(i) ©(ß1) = {<p: <pELi(RN) and |£| "$(£) is the Fourier transform of some

element in Li(R")}.

(ii) If <pE&(®1), then ßty is the element in Li(RN) whose Fourier trans-

form íb -|*l "*(«)•
In [8] this is proved in the case N=i, but the extension to general N is

straightforward. Thus in view of Theorem 3.1 to solve the equation Axg = — 1

it would be sufficient to find a g in ©(ß1) which is zero for | ¡c| > 1 and such

that ß'g= — 1 for | x\ < 1. It is clear from the probabilistic considerations that

g should be a radial function and its Fourier transform |(| £ | ) should also be

radial. Using the Fourier inversion formula for radial functions [3, p. 69] the

above conditions become

g(x) = (2r)-»'2\ x\i-»'2f'et»lig(t)Jw-»nit\x\ )dt = 0

if |*|   >1,

-<fllgKx) = (2t)-"'2| xl1-»'2 f*t^l"n(.OJvr-nit(t\x\ )dt = 1
Jo

if |*|   < 1.

These equations are "dual" integral equations of the type considered by

Titchmarsh [13, p. 337] and one can write down the solution g at least

formally. It is then possible to invert |, again formally, to obtain g. Unfor-

tunately it seems difficult to justify these formal calculations and so we will

write down the g obtained formally in this manner and then verify directly

that it is in 3)(A') and satisfies Alg= — 1.

Theorem 5.2. Let g(x)=K(a, N)(l-\x\ 2)°'2 if \x\ <1 and g(x)=0 if
|x\ ^ 1 where K(a, N) is given by (1.2) ; then gE^i^1) provided 0<a<2. If
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H(x) = 1 if\x\<\,

*- ['(-f)'(£±T±-T'©"r-
(5.2)

/a+ 2    iV + a    Ar + a+2    .    .
•£(-> -;-;    xh2)

\   2 2 2 '    '

i/|*l   >1,
then ß1g=-7Z'.

Proof. In view of the characterization of ß1 we must show that H is in

Li and Ê(Ç) = | £| ag(£). Clearly H is integrable provided we stay away from

the sphere \x\ =1. Using the transformation [11, p. 9]

(5.3) F(a, b; c; z) = (1 - z)<™+F(c - a,c-b;c; z)

provided \z\ <1 and the fact that the power series for F(a, b; c;z) converges

absolutely on \z\ =1 if a+b—c<0, we see that H(x)~K\ 1 — |jc|2|_a/î as

|a:| |l. Since 0 <a<2 this implies that H is in L\.

It is an immediate consequence of formula 33, §8.5 of [5] that

t(É) = (2*)»>2K(a, N) | f |W f V'2(l - /2)<"2/<*_2)/2«| {| )dt
Jo

(5.4)

= (2*)*/2r (y) [2«/2r (^y^) I « Iw+a)/2]  /wW ill).

We must now compute 77(£) =#(£)-r-^'(£) where

*tt) = (2t)^2| í|»-*'« f ^•/(W_,)/,«| 11 )«ft

= (2Tr2|í|-^27w/2(|f|))

and

*e=[r(~i)T(N+2+2)Y(2T)NnT(i) ' ^'"^

X J    r*'»-F ^— - —^— ;-; r») /(y_2)/2(í | i \)it.

Calling the integral h and integrating by parts using the first differentiation

formula on p. 10 of [ll], we find
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/N + a + 2\
r(-a-)r(1~a/2)

h = ~-7FTÄ-wM)
«r(—)

Ulr" /o/y-f-o/y + 0 + 2    \
t)dt.

This last integral, 72, is conditionally convergent and integrating by parts

again using this time the third differentiation formula on p. 10 of [ll] we

obtain

t-    Uh/        ■  ■  r((ir + « + 2)/2)r(i-q/2)
f.- -Ill   /(Will)-T((N+2)/2)-

N + a  r°°
+ tftJi rNn(t* ~ i)_a/2/(Ar+2)/2(i *i °á<-

This last integral, 73, is easily evaluated (see formula 32, §8.5 of [5]) yielding

7S = 2-'*r(l - a/2) | f h^/w+.WtiUI )•

Combining these formulas and using the recursion formula for Bessel func-

tions it is not difficult to see that Ê(l-) = | £| a|(£). This completes the proof of

Theorem 5.2.

If we now take into account Corollary 5.1 and Theorems 3.1 and 5.2 we

find immediately that

(5.5) EX(T) = K(a, N)(l -  \ x\2)<"2

provided 0<a<2 and |x| <1. However (5.5) also holds when |x| =1 since

both sides are zero then. But (5.5) is formula (A) in the special case r = l.

formula (A) for arbitrary r>0 now follows easily from (5.5) and the fact that

Px[rX(t) EB] = Prx[X(r"t) E B]

for all r>0 and all Borel subsets B of RN. We omit the details.

6. Formula (B). In this section, as in §5, let T= T(l) =inf {t: \X(t)\ >l\

and G= {x: \x\ <l}. Exactly as in §5 we find that for \x\ <1 we have

EX(T2) =   Ct2dFx(t)
Jo

= 2 j    I dt | k(t, x, y)dy.
Jo        Jo

Also arguments similar to those used in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show that if

^ is in ©((A1)2) and fa=(A.l)2\p is bounded then J*tdtfGk(t, x,y)(b(y)dy=\p(x)
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almost everywhere on G and that the integral is a continuous function of x

on G. Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose h is ©((A1)2) and is continuous on G, then if (A1)'AS»2

we have £*(P) =h(x) for \x\ <1.

We know from §5 that if g(x)=K(a, N)(l- [ac] »)«'* then A1g=-1.

Therefore if we find an A such that

(6.2) A1* = - 2g

it will follow that (A1)2« = 2. To solve (6.2) we proceed as in §5. We look for

an h such that A is in »(ß1), A = 0 for |*| >1, and Qlh= -2g for |x| <l.This

again leads to a pair of dual integral equations for A that we can solve

formally. In turn we obtain A formally by inversion. It is then necessary to

verify directly that A is the desired solution. The necessary calculations are

contained in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose 0<a<2 and let

r1 , /    a     N    N + a    \
h(x) = aK(a, N)2 \     (t -  | x^'^fI --, - ; —— ; t)dt

J |»|« \     2      2 2 /

if \x\ <1 and h(x) =0 if \x\ èl, then A£2D(ß1). In fact, if

q(x) - 2g(x) if\x\   < 1,

K4 - 2*(«, A.)r(D[r(-^)r(^) I,!-]"1

fl ,    , /    a    N    N + a     \
X  j   /W+«-s)/2(l -//|*|«)-i-«/«f(-7 — ;-;t)dl

Jo \    2     2 2 /

Uf\x\   > 1,

<Aen q is in L\ and \ fj| ak(^) = q(l-), i.e., fl'A= —q.

The proof of this theorem involves a rather lengthy computation and

will therefore be given in the appendix. It is now immediate that (A1)ÎA = 2

and from this formula (B) follows easily, 0<a<2. It is perhaps of interest

to note that if a — 2, formula (B) reduces to

r2 1 .    .
EX(T2) =-(r2 -  \x 2)-(r4 -    * 4)

2N* '    '        4N(N +2) '    '

and this is easily seen to be correct, even though the computation leading to

formula (B) is only valid for 0<a<2.

Note added in revision. Since the first version of this paper was written,

H. Widom, Stable processes and integral equations, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.

vol. 98 (1961) pp. 430-450, has computed the potential kernel for the absorb-
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ing barrier process on G— {x: \x\ <l} in the case N=l. That is, he found

/"A(i, x, y)dt and so EX(T) could be computed by integrating his result over

G. Also all the moments of T may be expressed in terms of the potential ker-

nel, and so in essence he has all the moments of T.

Appendix. Proof of Theorem 6.2. Throughout this section our standard

reference for properties of hypergeometric functions will be [ll]. Also M will

denote a positive constant, not necessarily the same at each appearance.

Lemma 1. The function q defined in Theorem 6.2 is in Li(RN).

Proof. It is simple to see that q is integrable except possibly at \x\ =1.

For 1< | jc| á 2 we have

| q(x)\  £M ( r1'2^ - t\ xl2)-1-"^
Jo

(        a      1      3 \
,«F(l+7.717,|.h)

gjf(|*|!-   l)-«'2,

and thus q is integrable near \x\ =1.

Lemma 2.

[aK(a, N)2Tt,l22^+-'>li]-1k(i)

= r(^y^)r(a)[r (7 + «) I * Iw+a>/2] '-W)/2(III)

-0V+a)/2
Na        /a\.    .

r1                                    ,       /2-aN+2N + a+2\
• J   t^^2''Uilf+ayx(t I f I )F {—, -y- ;---; <2J dt.

Proof. We write

C1 /     a     N    N + a      \
h(x) = 2aK(a, AO2 J   th(t, x)F [-— 7 — ; —— \ **] *

where

.„    ,       /«2- hi1)"'2-1.      t±\*\,
k(t, x) = < 1

I 0, t< \x\.

From formula 33, §8.5 of [5] we have

*(',£) = ,r*'*2<*+-»'tiY—) I e| <^*>'»/«r+«-,>'l/w»-i>/i(í| í| )
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and it is easy to see that in computing Â(£) we can interchange the order of

integration. Computing A(£) in this manner and then integrating by parts (we

differentiate the term F(-a/2, N/2; (N+a)/2; t2)) we obtain Lemma 2.

Lemma 3. If \x\ <1, then (l-\x\2)°i2=<t>(x)+f(x) where

*»-'(—-7'—,|,|7

and

2Na /NW   /N + a\    /     a\ ,   .      1 ~l

/.Ixi /N + a    2 + a    N + a + 2 \

n-a   N + 2   N + « + 2    X

V   2 2 2 /
Of course, \p(0) = lim«.o <A(x) — 0.

Proof. This is clear if x — 0. Let x with 0 < | x| < 1 and a with 0 <a <2 be

fixed. If we regard <p(x) +$(x) as a function of N for complex values of N,

it is not difficult to see that <p+^ is analytic in N provided Re(N) >0. Per-

haps the simplest way to see this is to use the integral representation (p. 8

of [ll]) for the hypergeometric function and then apply Morera's theorem.

Thus using analytic continuation it will suffice to prove Lemma 3 for real N

satisfying N>2—a.

In the expression for ^(x) we first make the change of variable u — t2 and

then integrate by parts twice, the first time integrating the term,

F((N+a)/2, (2+a)/2; (N+a+2)/2; u), the second time integrating the

term F((2-a)/2, (N+2)/2; (N+a)/2; u\x\2). In this way we find (in the
second integration by parts we need N>2—a)

-A'a|*|2              (2-a    N + 2    N + a + 2    .    ,\
t(x) =-L_J-_Fl-, __L_.__!_J_; u i)

(N + a)(N + « - 2)    V   2 2 2 "    ' /

/     a     N    N + a - 2 . \

(* + «-2)r(|)

C ' i     a      .V     N + a - 2 . \
dl.
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Calling this last integral J and using the integral representation on p. 11 of

[ll] we have

^r(-Fi)r(1-T)[r(D]-(,-ui,.,

Combining all these results and using the third recursion formula on p. 9 of

[ll] we obtain Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. 7Ae function <j> defined in Lemma 3 can also be written

*W = rWr(^)[r(T + «)r(T)]"'

Na     rl     /2-a    N +2    N + a + 2     \
+-        tFl-, -;-;t2)it.

N + aJw    V    2 2 2 /

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the second differentiation

formula of p. 10 of [ll].

Lemma 5. If \x\ >1, then

V     2 2 2 /

2ATa /N\r    /     a\    /N + a\ .    .      I'1

p1 /2-aN + 2N + a+2\

x,(»±ï,î±2i£±i±»,|.r.). \dt.

Proof. This follows easily if we integrate by parts.

Let H(x) be the function defined in (5.2) and set H(t, x)=f^+a>l2H(x/t)

if t>0. If we combine Lemmas 3, 4, and 5 we can write

q(x) = 2K(a, N)t(~~^ r(«) [r (7 + «) r (y)]   "(1, x

2Na
(A-l) +——K(a, N)

N + a

rl /2 - a    N + 2   N + a + 2     \
f ,—H(t, ,) F (— , — ; —r~ ; t2) dt.
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Also Theorem 5.2 implies that

(A-2)    Ê(f, Q = í»»'«r (j) [2«'T (^Y^)] _1 U | (^>'Vw+a)/t« | f | ).

From (A-l) and (A-2) we can compute q. The necessary interchange in order

of integration is easily justified. Combining this result with Lemma 2 we

see that $(£) = |£|aÄ(£). This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2.
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